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By NOBORU I TO in Nagoya (Japan). 
1 . Let G be a (not necessarily finite) group. Let U be a subgroup of 
G such that the largest normal subgroup LJ of G contained in U is equal 
to the identity subgroup. Then G is faithfully represented as a group of per-
mutations of the left (or right) residue classes by U in G. In these circum-
stances we call a pair { G , U) a permutation group. 
A permutation group {G, U) is called primitive, when U is a maximal 
subgroup of G, and further {G, U} is called simply transitive, when there 
exists no element g of G such that G — U+UgU. A permutation group, 
which is not simply transitive, is called doubly transitive.-
A doubly transitive permutation group {G, U) is primitive. In fact, let 
U be not maximal in G and let T be a proper subgroup of G containing 
U properly. Then T and TgT cannot be disjoint with each other and there-
fore. T= TgT. This shows that T=G, which is a contradiction. 
Let { G , U} be doubly transitive: G=U+UgU. Put V= UC[gUg~l. 
Then the pair {U, V} is a permutation group. In fact, let V be the largest 
normal subgroup of U contained in V. Now any element of G not contained 
in U has the form ihgii>, where U\ and i/2 are elements of U. Therefore 
since uiguoi/u^g"1ui1 = nlgUg~1Ui\ any conjugate subgroup 4= U of U is 
of the form iigUg'1u l. Therefore V is contained in any conjugate subgroup 
of U and consequently VS=L[=1. 
Let {G, U) be a permutation group and let A be a subgroup of G 
such that G = UA. Then we call A a transitive subgroup. If A is abelian, 
then necessarily A n ¿ / = 1. In fact, since G = UA, any conjugate subgroup 
of U is of the form aUa'\ where a is an element of A. And- since A is 
abelian, AV\U is contained in the intersection U of all the conjugate sub-
groups of U. Therefore A n i / g U— 1. 
R e m a r k . Let {G, U] be a primitive permutation group. Then we omit 
the case U = 1 from our considerations. In that case G is of prime order. 
Now if A is of order 2, then U is normal in G, and therefore U=U= 1. 
2 . . From now on we assume that the order of G is finite. Now the 
structure of primitive permutation groups is very complicated, because most 
primitive permutation groups are insoluble and we know less, at present, of 
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the structure of such groups. Such a complicacy does not diminish even if 
we restrict Our considerations to such primitive permutation groups that con-
tain abelian transitive subgroups. Let {G, (J} be a primitive permutation 
group with an abelian transitive subgroup A. Now, in 1900, BURNSIDE [1] 
proved the following celebrated theorem: If A is of prime order, then either 
G is metacyclic or {G, U} is doubly transitive. This result has been gener-
a l i z e d b y BURNSIDE,. SCHUR a n d WIELANDT. T h e b e s t i s d u e t o W I E L A N D T 
[1]: If at least one Sylow subgroup =}= 1 of A is cyclic and A is not of 
prime order, then { G , U} is doubly transitive. Further KOCHENDORFFER [1] 
and D. MANNING [1] obtained (at about the same time and by quite different 
methods) the following result: If A is of type (pa,ph), where p is a prime 
and a and b.are distinct natural numbers, then {G, U) is doubly transitive. 
Now the results of these authors show: If there exists a primitive permutation 
group {G, U} containing an abelian transitive subgroup A of a suitable type, 
then such a { G , U). must be necessarily doubly transitive. Therefore the fol-
lowing question may be natural: To what type of an abelian group A', does 
there exist a primitive permutation group { G , U } containing an abelian trans-
itive subgroup A isomorphic to A'? In this direction RITT [1] proved the 
following theorem: If A' is cyclic of not prime order and if there exists a 
soluble primitive permutation group {G, U } containing an abelian transitive 
subgroup A isomorphic to A', then A' must be of order 4. "Further in this 
case actually there exists one and only one permutation group of this kind, 
that is, the symmetric group ®4 = {G, U } of degree 4, where, for instance, 
¿ / = { ( 1 2 3 ) , (12)} and A = { ( 1 2 3 4 ) } : 
The present paper is a contribution in the same direction. Thereby the 
result of RITT is not assumed but proved as a special case of our results. 
Now in our considerations the solubility of the group G is not assumed. 
(In fact, if we assume solubility, the contents may be vacant in essential 
except the result of RITT.) But to avoid the occurence of. incomputably deep 
difficulties we assume, a priori, the following condition on G : 
(S) G contains an abelian normal subgroup 7V=p 1. 
Now since U is maximal in' G and since (J= 1, we have G=U N. 
Therefore, as we remarked above, we have Ur\N=l. These two equalities 
show us that N is the only one abelian normal subgroup =}= 1 of G. In fact, 
we have two equalitiesG = UM and t / n A f = l for every abelian normal sub-
group. Af(=j= 1) of G. Then every abelian normal subgroup =j= 1 of G is minimal. 
To see this, let M and M' be two abelian normal subgroups =j= 1 of G such 
that M contains M' properly. Then we have from the first equality the following 
factorization of M: M = MnU-M'. Then since M ={= M', Afn i/=j= 1. This contra-
dicts the second equality. Npw if there exist two distinct abelian minimal normal 
subgroups of G, then their join, as the direct product of them, is not a minimal 
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one. This is a contradiction. In particular, N is of type (p,..., p), where p is 
a prime. Let A be any abelian transitive subgroup of { G , U}. Then G==UA 
and Ur\A = Y. Therefore the orders of N and A are the same. 
3 . Let A' be an abelian group of order pn and of type (p,.. .,-/?)={=(2). 
We verify the existence of primitive permutation groups with abelian trans-
itive subgroups isomorphic to A'. This may be done without much difficulty. 
In fact, let U be an irreducible matric group with coefficients in the prime 
field of characteristic p and let A be its representation module. Let G be 
the splitting extension of A by U in the sense of Schreier. (This can be 
constructed as a subgroup of the holomorph of .A.) Then the permutation 
group {G,U} is a required one. In fact, U= 1, because an element of U 
must be commutative with all the elements of-.A and therefore it must be a 
unit matrix, and further U is maximal in G, because, otherwise, U must be. 
reducible. 
E x a m p l e 1. U may be the general linear group GL(n,p). 
E x a m p l e 2. We can choose U as a soluble group. In fact, GL(n,p) 
contains an irreducible cyclic subgroup Z={X} of order p"—1. To see this 
let us consider a generator X of the multiplicative group of the finite field 
of pn elements. Since the finite field of p'1 elements may be considered as 
the n-dimensional vector space over the prime field, X satisfies an irreducible 
equation of degree n over the prime field: X"'—CiX'-~l —cn == 0, where 
c's are elements of the prime field. Then the matrix X= \ '' j,-
where E is the unit matrix of degree it— 1 and 0 is the null matrix of type 
( n — 1 , 1 ) , is of order pH—1 and of degree n. Further all the characteristic 
roots of X are algebraically conjugate, because of the irreducibility of the 
equation. Now if Z={X} is reducible, then some power of X^ 1 possesses 
the characteristic value 1. Therefore Z—{X} must be irreducible. 
4 . Let A' be an abelian group -which is not of type (p,...,p). Then,, 
as it can be understood from the result of. R I T T cited above, we have not 
always a primitive permutation group satisfying the condition (S) with an 
abelian transitive subgroup isomorphic to A'. 
Now let {G , U} be a primitive permutation group with an abelian. 
transitive subgroup A isomorphic to A'. Then G admits the following factor-
ization : G—UA and t/nA — 1. Further by the assumption (S) G also 
admits the following factorization: G=^UN arid UnN= 1, where N is the 
only one abelian normal subgroup of G. Put P = AN. Then P admits the 
factorizations P=UpA, UPuA — \ where Up is an abelian p-subgroup of 
U and also, since U n N == 1 and A and N are of the same order, P= UPN, 
UpnN=l. Clearly the centralizers of A and N in. P coincide with A and. 
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JV themselves respectively. Now a /?-group. with such a factorization, cannot 
be too simple in its structure. In fact, we prove the following 
Lemma 1. Let P be a p-group' and let P admit the following factori-
zations: P.— NA and P— UA, Uï\A= 1 and P= UN, ¿/n/V= 1, where 
A is abetian, not of type (p,...,p), N is abelian of type (p,..., p), normal 
and coincides with its own centralizer, and U is abelian. Then we have 
(i) P is irregular in the sense of Hall, 
(ii) Let pw be the order of the subgroup of A consisting of all the 
elements of A with order not greater than p. Then w ^ p— 1. 
• R e m a r k . Under this condition the centralizer of A necessarily coincides 
with A. In fact, otherwise, since P = AU, there exists an element «0(4= 1) 
sijch that u0 is commutative with every element of A. Now since N^AU, 
every element of N can be written in the form of a product au, where a and u 
belong to A and U respectively. Therefore, since U is abelian, u(, is commut-
ative with every element-of'N. . 
P r o o f . We prove these assertions by an induction argument with 
respect to the order of P. 
(i) Let Zt and Z, be the centre and the second centre of P. Put 
i / 2 = ( / n Z , . Let us consider the subgroup ¿/2Z,. Naturally U,Zl is normal 
in P. Let us consider the factor group P/iAZj and its factorizations: 
P/UoZ^U- UzZJUiZ^N- UoZjUoZi and PjU2Zx = U- U2Z,IU,ZV-A U,Z,jU,Z,.. 
We show that PijU-1Zl satisfies the same conditions as P except the fact that 
.AUoZJUZi is not of type (p,...,p). First it is. clear that U-U,Z1= UZlt 
N- UnZ! = UoN, A-U2ZX = U2A and therefore UU2ZX n WÎZ.Z, = U2Zlt 
A U o Z ^ U U i Z ^ U2Zi. Secondly if N- U2ZJUQZt is distinct from its own 
centralizer, then there exists an element x of U—U, such that [x, Ai\ÇkU*Zx. 
Since N is normal, [ i ; A f ] £ A f and therefore [x, N]^ U2Z1 n Zj and 
further since U is abelian, we see that x belongs to Z2 . Thus x belongs to 
U2, which is a contradiction. 
Now if AUiZi/UoZi is not of type (p,...,p), then, by the induction 
hypothesis, we see that P/t/oZj is irregular in the sense of Hall. Then, a 
fortiori, by the definition of regularity of Hall, P is irregular in the sense of 
Hall, too. So we may^ assume that Ai/oZj/i/oZi is of type (p,...,p). Now,, 
since A n i/o Z, = Z, , by the second isomorphism theorem,' A U^Z^IU2Zvç^ AjZx. 
Further, since Ar\N = Z1, U^L A\ZV. Therefore i / i s o f type (p,..., p). Hence 
P can be generated by elements of order p. Therefore if P is regular in the 
sense 'of Hall, then, by a theorem of Hall, P must be of exponent p, that is,-
all the elements of P except 1 are of order p, which contradicts the 
assumption on A. Thus P must be irregular in the sense of Hall [ H A L L , 1 ] . 
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(ii) Let us assume w<p—1. Then we want to derive a contradiction 
from this assumption; Now, let C be a central subgroup of order p. "We 
shall denote the subgroup of P which consists of the centre of P/C by 
Z,(P^C) and let Z, (P~-C)/'Cbe the centre of P/C. Put U, = Ur\ZA(P-:-C). 
Naturally U^C is normal in P. Let us consider the factor group P/UXC and its 
factorizations: P/U,C= UC/UyC-NUJU.C =UC/U,C-AU./U.C. We show that 
UCnNU^U.C, UCnAU^UC and the centralizer of NUJU^C coinci-
des with NUJlhC: Since P = NU = AU, Nf\U=l,AnU=l, the former 
is evident. If the centralizer of NUj/UiC is> distinct from N U J U C , then 
since P-=NU, TVn U= 1, there exists an element * of U—Ux such that 
[x,Ar]£i/,C, which implies, since N is normal, [x, 7V]S U^ C n N = C. Since 
U is abelian, x belongs to Zl{P~C) and therefore to ZX(P-:- C) n U = . 
This is a contradiction. If A U J ^ C is not of type ( p , . . . , p ) , then by induc-
tion hypothesis, we see that the order of the subgroup of AUJU-^C^A/C 
consisting of all the elements o f order not greater than p is not smaller than 
, pp-1. -Then, a fortiori, by the fundamental theorem of abelian groups, the 
same holds for A itself, which is a contradiction. So we may assume that 
in the opposite case AUi/U^C^A/C is of type (p,...,p). Therefore since 
U^A/A r\N and A n i V = Z, => C , : we see that U is of type (p,...,p). 
Further A is of order not greater than p1' 1 and of type (p\p,...-,p). Let a 
be an element of A with order p". Let us consider the subgroup {a}N and 
put {a}N= V-N, where V is*a subgroup of U. Since av is contained in 
C^N, the order of {a}N is at most pp. Thus, by a theorem of Hall, {a}N 
is regular in the sense of Hall. On the other hand, V-N can be generated 
by elements of order p. Then, by a theorem of Hall, all the elements of 
V-N are of- order at most p (HALL [ 1 ] ) . This contradicts the fact that the 
order of a is p~. Hence the order of the subgroup of A consisting of all the 
elements of A with order at most p is not smaller than pv~\ 
R e m a r k . The proof of (i) holds also good, if we replace Zx in that 
proof by C as in this proof. 
Now we can generalize the second part of the preceding lemma as 
follows. 
L e m m a 2. In the same notations as in the preceding lemma; if 
pm— 1 
w < thew p'n+1 cannot occur as an invariant number of the abelian 
m 
group A. (The case m= 1 coincides with the second part of the preceding 
lemma. Therefore, in the following; we assume m ^ 2.) 
P r o o f . (1) Let P(n,p) be a p-Sylow subgroup of the «-dimensional 
general linear group over the prime field of characteristic p. Further let us 
assume n^ pm. Then we show that the order of any element of P(n,p) is not 
greater than p"'. In fact, as is well known (SCHREIER [ 1 ] ) P(n,p) is isomorphic 
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to the matric group consisting of all the matrices of degree n and of the form 
1 fli2 • •• ai„ 
. Let X be any matrix of such a form. Put X = E-\- Y, 
u»-ln 
I 
where E is the unit matrix, of degree n. Then XP==E+YP for e = 1,2, 
Further clearly 
0 - 0 * 
0 
' 0 
Therefore if n^p"', then Y1'"'= 0. This proves X1'"' = E. 
(2) Let Vn be an «-dimensional vector space over the prime field of 
characteristic p. We may consider P(n, p) as an automorphism group of 
l/„. Let Pn be the extension of VH by P(n, p) as a subgroup of the holo-
morph ot Vn. Assume n < p'". Then we show that the order of any element 
(Xl\ of P„ is not greater than pm. In fact, let : be any vector of V„. 
Then any element of Pu can be represented as a product (in P„) Xx for 
some X£P(n,p) and some x£Vn, where XxX^^Xox. (o denotes the 
ordinary matrix multiplication.) We want to show ( X x ) p m = 1. Now (Xx)v"l= 
= XxX-1-X2xX"2 ...Xpm-lxX-<»m-1)-X»' x X ' ^ , since X1 
i—... . 
where 0 is the null 
1. Therefore 
to show 1 we have only to prove that ( E + X-{ -\-Xp'u ) o i = 0, 
where 0 is the null vector. Now E-\-X-\ \-Xp 
matrix of degree n. In fact, put X=E+Y. Then 
E + X+••• + X"'"-1 = E+(E+ Y) 




+ ( £ + K ) ' 
[ P w — l 
fiK-'+rr') 
pm — l 
2 
-, + (E+ YY"1-^-
\y+ 
Here since m > 1 i - p>" — i 1 ) — = (mod p) for 
i<p"' — 1. Further . by assumption Ypm 1 = 0.' This proves E X-\-
-\-X = 0 . Therefore ( X x ) = 1 , as we required. 
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(3) Now we repeat in the same notations the proof (by induction on 
the order of the group) of the second part of the preceding lemma. We 
assume that pm+l occurs as an invariant number of the type of->4. If p'"+l 
occurs also as an invariant, number of the type of A U J l h C s ^ A / C , then, by 
induction hypothesis, the'order of the subgroup of Д/С consisting of ail the 
pm — 1 
elements of order not greater than p is not smaller than — — — . Then, 
a fortiori, by the fundamental theorem of abelian groups, the same holds for 
p'" — 1 
A itself, which contradicts the assumption w < — — — . So we may assume 
that p')lU does not occur as an invariant number of the type of AjC. Then, 
pm—1 
since w < .—, A/C is a subgroup of an abelian group of order 
4 m ! and of type (p'",...,pm) and, therefore, the order of A is at most 
equal to p - m ' =ppm~"'. The same holds for N. Now the group P 
can be considered as a subgroup of P„ for n^pm—m. Therefore any ele-
ment of P possesses the order at most equal to pm, as we saw in (2). This 
contradiction proves our assertion completely. 
nm- ] 
R e m a r k . The bound - may not be the best possible one. But, 
at. any rate, the result of Ritt cited-above is a special case of our lemmas. 
5 . In this- section we construct an example of a primitive permutation 
group {G, U} with an abelian transitive subgroup A not of type (p,...,p). 
In fact, we choose the p-dimensional general linear group GL(p,p) over the 
prime field of characteristic p as a U, the p-dimensional vector space Vv 
over the prime field of characteristic p as an N and the splitting Schreier 
extension of AT by U as a subgroup of the holomorph of AT as a G. Natur-
ally since U is irreducible for N and clearly U does not contain a normal 
subgroup =j= 1 of G, {G, U) actually defines a primitive permutation group. 
Therefore we have only, to verify the existence of an abelian transitive sub-
group A not of type (p,...,p). To do this, first put /?,. = £ + 2 ev f ° r 
i+r-Ki 
r—\,2,...,p—1, where E is the unit matrix of degree p and e,/s are the 
matrix units: 
First we prove that { B \ , . . . , Bv-\} is abelian of order/?* -1 and of 
type (/?,.,.,/?). In fact, put B,=E+Wr. Then BrBs = E+ Wr+ Ws + 
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r - r S + l 
1 2 • • • • 
+ WrWs, w h e r e WrWs 
0 
\ 
. Since the matrix Wr W„ is 
J • ' 
symmetric for r and s, we have WrWs=WsWr. Therefore BrBs = BsBr. 
Further Bl — E+Wr. Since-clearly U ^ = 0 , = Last let us assume 
BÎ... where e,:<p (/== 1 , . . .,p— 1). Then (E+Wt)'... 
...(£+ E and therefore, ( £ + e i WL + ...)...(E+ eP-i Wv-i + - ) = E. 
Now the coefficient of ei2 in (E-\-e\Wi-\ ) ••• (E+ep-iWP-i-\ ) is equal 
to ei. Therefore ei = 0. Thus By... B/':' = E. Therefore (E-j-e2W2 + •••)•• • 
••• ( £ + eP-i Wp-H ) = E. Now the coefficient of ei3 in (E+ezW2-{ )••• 
••• (E+ep-i Wp-\-\ ) is equal to e2. Therefore e2~0. Similarly 
e3 = ••• = Cp-i = 0. Thus Bi,..., BP-1 are linearly independent. 
Secondly put xr = for / ' = 1 , 2 , . . . , / ; , and put A,- — xrBr (this is. 
0 
a product in G !) for r= 1, 2, ...,p— 1. We prove that {At, A2,..., APr]} is 
abelian of order p11 and of type (p\ p,..., p). Now the equation ArA„ — AsAr 
is equivalent to the equation xr-\-Br° xs = x8 + Bs° xr, where o denotes the 
ordinary matrix multiplication. Further the equation x , .+f i , .o jc s ==x s + fisox-
is equivalent to the equation Wroxs=Wsoxr. Therefore we show 
Wro xs = W„o xr. Now if s + r>p, then W r o x s = 0. If s + / + / = / ? , where 
i is a non-negative integer, then Wr o xs = ei + • • • + £¿+1 • By symmetry, we 
have Wr ° xs = VK, o xr. Now similarly as in the second step of the proof of 
Lemma 2, we have Ai = • • • = A%-i = E. Further A{ = ( x t X i B i X i B ^ • • 
••• xiBl = BlpxlB1i • Bl^XiBl1 ••• BfxiBl • B'^xBu Here (Bll + • • • + 
+ Bi + E) o xi = xp. Therefore Al' = xP. Clearly Ai,...,Ap-i are linearly-
independent of each other. 
Last we prove that A v \ U ~ \ . Now since an element belonging to 
AuU must be commutative with xu:..,xP, it must be the identity. This pro-
ves the assertion. 
Thus A is transitive and not of type (p,..., p). 
R e m a r k. Such a construction may be executed for every n g p. 
6 . Before proceeding further, we refer to KOCHENDORFFER'S method of 
the construction of simply transitive, primitive permutation groups with ab-
elian transitive subgroups, in a little generalized form. (In this section G may 
be infinite.) 
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Let \G,U)' be a primitive permutation group with an abelian transitive 
subgroup Let {Gi, U;}, and A (i = 1, 2,..., r) be the r copies of {G, U} 
and A, where /' is a natural number > 1 . We denote the isomorphism bet-
ween G and G, by g^gi (g€ G, gi £ G{) for each i ( / = 1,2,'..., r). Put 
G* = Gr x - X G, (the direct product of G,, G o , . . G , ) . Let 5 be the auto-
morphism of G\ such that gs.=giU (gr+]=gj). Let G " be the splitting . 
Schreier' extension of G* by 5 , which can be constructed as a subgroup of 
the holomorph of G*. Put U** = (iA X . - • x U,) {S} and A" = A X • • • X A -
Now we prove that the pair [G**, U**} is a. simply transitive, primitive per-
mutation group with an abelian transitive subgroup. A**. 
Clearly G** = U" A** and LTnAM = \. Assume U" 4= 1. Transforming 
an element of U** by an element of U* = U,X •• • XU,., we see £/**ni/*4=l. 
Therefore U** n G* =j= 1. Clearly this is a normal subgroup of G* contained 
in U*. Since U* = \, this is a contradiction. Now we prove the maximality 
of U** in G**. Since G** = U** A**, if I T is not maximal in G " , there 
exists an element a 4=1 of A" such that G** === {{/**, a}. Put a = a,---ar,. 
where each a: belongs to A (/ = 1, 2 , . . . ,/ ' ) . Then there exists at least one/, 
say 1, such that i?t4=1- Therefore we assume a, 4 ^ - We consider the ele-
ments u^au^ = u,arurla-2 - • • a,-, where ur runs over all the- elements of U~ 
Since {|/i,fli) = Gi, and since Ui—\, there exists an element av such that 
f/1ar1i/r1«T1 d ° e s not belong to £/,".- Then {U**, 0} contains an element 4=1 
of A . Therefore {U**, 0 } contains Gx and coincides with G " . This is a con-
tradiction. Next we prove that { G U * * } is simply transitive. Since G** = 
= U**A**, if {G**, U**} is doubly transitive, there exists an element a 4= 1 
of A"* such that G** = U**4- U"a(/**. Put a = fll-;-a,, where each a,- be-
longs to A (/ = 1, . . . ,/') . Let a '4=1 be any element of A". Put a' = a[- - -a',-,.. 
where each a\ belongs to A (/' = 1 , . . ., /'). Let l(a') be the number of /'• s 
such that ai4=l (K a ) >s a natural number). Now to prove the inconsistency 
of the equation G" = U" + U"aU**, we have only to show the following: 
if U**aU**=U**a'U*\ then l{a)=i{a'). Now (J**a(/** = U"a' U** implies 
that there exist two elements u and u' of U** such that ua = a'u'. Put 
h' = H, ••• urS'\ where each u[ belongs to Ui (/ = 1 , . . . , r), and put a'u[- • •u'r = 
= «;'•••«,'•'a", where each u'i belongs to Ut (/==1,...,/-) and a" is an ele-
ment of A". Since MiAi = AiM;, and Ai inA = l (/ = 1 , . . . , r), we see im-
mediately that l(a') = l(a"). Put a " S c = S V " , where a'" is an element of A**.. 
Since S permutes A , A , . . . , 4̂,- cyclically, we see immediately that/(a") =/(0" ' ) , 
Since U**nA" = 1, we have a = a"'. This proves the• assertion. Here we 
refer to. the following 
C o r o l l a r y . If there exists a primitive permutation group with an 
abelian transitive subgroup of type (p1^;.. .,p^nn'), then there exists a simply-
transitive, primitive permutation group with an abelian transitive subgroup 
of type (pi"- • -p'\",..., pi'»1' • f° r every 5 > 1. 
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7 . Now we treat the KOCHENDORFFER—D. MANNING case satisfying the 
condition (S) . In consequence of Lemmas 1 and 2 only the following four 
cases are to be considered as the type of the abelian group A: (4, 2), ( 8 , 2 ) , 
(9, 3) and (8, 4). In this section we take the first three of these types into 
our consideration. 
E x i s t e n c e . For the type (9, 3) we have already constructed an example 
of such primitive permutation groups in § 5 . Now for the. types ( 4 , 2 ) and 
( 8 , 2 ) the same method of construction as in § 5 can be applied. Therefore 
we have only to tabulate the necessaries with the same notations as in § 5 : 
Type (4, 2), U= GL(3, 2), N=Vr„ G = GL(3, 2) Vs 
/ 1 1 1 
A = {A1,AS},A1= 0 1 1 
Vo o i 





n l i n 
A, ,A s} y 
l 1 1 
1 1 
V \) 
(\ 0 1 1\ (0) /1 0 0 I 
1 0 1 0 A 1 0 0 
1 0 1 
Sis 
I 0 
V \) VO/ V I 
Ai— 
/1 0 1 0\ f\\ 
1 0 1 1 
' A i = = . 
0 
1 0 1 0 





= A\, AlAz = A\. 
I n s o l u b i l i t y . We show that: Let {G, U} be a primitive permutation 
group with an abelian transitive subgroup A of type either ( 4 , 2 ) or ( 8 , 2 ) 
or (9 ,3) . Then G is insolube. Thereby we do not use the result of KOCHEN-
, DORFFER a n d MANNING. 
First we supplement the second part of Lemma 1, and Lemma 2 as 
follows: 
Lemma 3. In the same notations as before, let p': be the order of the 
subgroup of U consisting of all the elements of U with order not greater 
than p. If v < 
pm—1 
m 
then p'"+1 cannot occur as an invariant number of the 
type of the abelian group A. 
P r o o f . We repeat in the same notations the proof (by induction on 
the order of the group) of the second part of Lemma 1. We assume that 
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occurs as an invariant number of the type of A. If occurs as an 
invariant number of the type of А Щ Щ С ^ А / С then, by induction hypo-
thesis, the order of the subgroup of UC/(J ,C^i U/Ui consisting of all the 
p>"—] 
elements of order not greater than p is not smaller than — — — . Then a for-
tiori, by the fundamental theorem of abelian groups, the same holds for U nm ] itself, which contradicts the assumption — • So we may assume that 
pm+i ¿Qgg n 0 { o c c u r a s an invariant number of the type of A/C. Then С coin-
cides with the subgroup of A generated by all the p'"-th powers of elements 
of A. If the centre Z of P is distinct from C, then, since Z^N is of type 
(p,...,p), Z contains a central subgroup С' of order p different from C. 
Repeat the same argument by С ' in place of C. Then, since p'"+1 occurs as 
an invariant number of the type of A/C', we can apply the induction hypo-
thesis and obtain the conceived contradiction. Therefore we may assume that 
p">—i 
Z = C . Now since clearly U ^ AjZ and, by assumption v < — , the order 
41 1 Л • 1 
of A is at most equal to p '" ' =pp'"~»>. The same holds for N. Now 
the group P can be considered as a subgroup of P„ for пШрт—т. There-
fore any element of P possesses the order at most equal to pm, as we saw 
in (2) of the proof of Lemma 2. This contradiction proves our assertion. 
P r o o f o f i n s o l u b i l i t y . First some remarks of general character: 
(1) Let N be of order p". Then we may consider U as a subgroup of 
GL(n,p). (2) U does not contain a normal p-subgroup =j=l. In fact, let L 
be a norma! p-subgroup of U. Then LN is normal in G. Let Nt be the 
centre of LN. If Nx§zN, then U contains a normal subgroup =j=l of G, 
which contradicts U = 1. Therefore iV igW. Since N is minimal normal in 
G)Ni = N. Then LN= Lx N, which implies that L is normal in G, which 
contradicts LJ — \. 
Now we treat each case separately. 
Case of type (4 ,2) . Assume the solubility of U. Then, as it is well 
known, since GL(3 , 2) is simple and not abelian (DICKSON [1]), F/Ф GL(3, 2). 
We denote the order of U by ( U ) . At any. rate, (f/)|23-3-7 = the order of 
G L ( 3 , 2 ) . Assume 1\{U) and let U- be a 7-Sylow subgroup of U. If i/7 is 
not normal in U then we see, by SYLOW'S theorem1), (£/) = 23-7. Since U 
does not contain a normal 2-group, f/7 must be normal in U, which is 
a contradiction. Therefore U7 is normal in U. Then since 2\(U), we see, by 
SYLOW'S theorem, U-, must be normal in GL(3,2), which contradicts the 
simplicity of GL(3,2). Thus 7 X { U ) , and (i/)|23-3. If 22|(U), then U must 
J) The number of p-Sylow subgroups is congruent to 1 mod p. Cf. H. ZASSENHAUS, 
Lehrbuch der Gruppentheorie I (Berlin—Leipzig, 1937), p. 100. 
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contain a normal 2-group =j=l, which is not the case. Thus ( U ) = 2 -3 . Let 
U3 be the 3-Sylow subgroup of U. Since U is irreducible for V- = N, U3 is 
completely reducible (cf. FROBENIUS [1]). Therefore since the degree of the 
representation is 3, Ua must be irreducible. On the other hand, by SYLOW'S 
theorem, U3 is not maximal in U3N. This contradiction proves our assertion. 
Case of type (9, 3). Assume the solubility of U. As above, t / = p G L ( 3 , 3) . 
At any rate, ( (/)|2 5-3M3 = the order of G L ( 3 , 3 ) . By Lemma 3, 32|(£/). 
Assume 13|(i/) and let Un be a 13-Sylow subgroup of U. If UK is not nor-
mal in U, then we see, by SYLOW'S theorem, (£/) = 24-32 13 or = 3 M 3 . 
Since U does not contain a normal 3-subgroup =j= 1, the latter case does not 
occur. In the former case clearly Ui3 is not maximal in U and this implies 
that U№ is normal in U, which is a contradiction. Thus i/,3 must be normal 
in U. Then, we see, by SYLOW'S theorem, U.13 must be normal in GL(3,3), 
because 3*1(1/). Thus \3Jf(U), and (U)|2&-3;i. Let R be the largest normal 
nilpotent subgroup of U. Then, since U does not contain a normal 3 - s u b -
group, R is a 2-group. If R is reducible for Vs = N, then, since R is comp-
letely reducible and the degree of the representation is 3, R is of diagonal 
form. Then the order of R is at most equal to 2s. Further the subgroup 
of R consisting of all the matrices with determinant 1 is of order at most 
equal to 22. Since 32|(£7), this implies that U contains a normal 3-subgroup 
4=1,- which is a contradiction. Thus R is irreducible for V3. If R+ is not of 
type (2, 2 , 2 , 2), then, as above, U contains a normal 3-subgroup 4= 1, which 
is a contradiction. But if R+ is of type (2, 2, 2, 2), then R+ cannot be irredu-
cible for V3 (cf. HUPPERT [1]). But if R+ is reducible for V3, then the order 
of R + must be at most equal to 21 This contradiction proves our assertion. 
Case of type (8, 2). Assume the solubility of U. As above, U 4= GL(A, 2) . 
At any rate, (i/)|2' ;-32-5-7 = the order of G L ( 4 , 2 ) . By Lemma 3,2:!|(£/)• 
Assume 1\ (U) and let U-, be a 7-Sylow subgroup of U. If U-, is normal 
in U, then (J7 is completely reducible for V4 = N, because of the irreducibi-
lity of U (cf. FROBENIUS [1]). Now U- cannot be irreducible, which is easily 
seen by considering U-N and using SYLOW'S theorem. Further U-, cannot be 
reducible. In fact, otherwise,, since it is completely reducible, UTN— U7xN, 
which is clearly a contradiction. Thus U- is not normal in U. Let R be the 
largest normal nilpotent subgroup of U. Then, since U does not contain 
a normal 2-subgroup, R is of order prime to 2. Let us consider RU7. Then 
we see, by SYLOW'S theorem, that RLf7 = RXU7, which is clearly a contra-
diction. Thus 1 }({U), and {U)|26-32-5. Assume 5|(£/) and let U;, = {u-,} be 
a-5-Sylow subgroup of U. If Ur, is normal in U, then, since 2*\(U), there 
exists an element t of order 2 which belongs to the centralizer of i/-,. This 
is a contradiction. In fact, t admits an invariant vector x=j=0 and since U., 
is irreducible, u l o x (/ = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 ) (o denotes the matrix multiplication) 
generates the whole vector space Vi==N. Therefore t must be the identity. 
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Thus U, is not normal in U. Let R be the largest normal nilpotent subgroup 
of U. Then, as above, we come to the contradiction that RUb = Rx U-a. Thus 
5Jf(U) and (U)\2"-3-. Now let us assume that U contains a normal sub-
group of order 3. Then we can easily see that U contains a normal 2-sub-
group =j=l, which is a contradiction. Let U?, be a 3-Sylow subgroup of {/. 
Then U?, is minimal normal in U. Since the order of G L ( 2 , 3 ) is 24-3, if 
2°| (£/), then U contains a normal 2-subgroup =j=l. Further a 2-Sylow sub-
group of U is isomorphic to a subgroup of a 2-Sylow subgroup of GL(2, 3),. 
with coefficients in the prime field of characteristic 3 (cf. DICKSON [1], p. 86). 
As it is easily seen, this group does not contain an abelian subgroup of type 
(4, 2). On the other hand, a 2-Sylow subgroup of U contains an abelian sub-
group V of type (4,2) , where A-N=V-N and VnN=\. This contradiction 
proves our assertion. 
R e m a r k . The solubility can be formally weakened to the /^-solubility 
in t h e s e n s e of CUNIHIN [1 ] . 
D o u b l e t r a n s i t i v i t y . Now we give an other proof to our case 
of KOCHENDORFFER—MANNINO'S theorem.2) As above, we treat each case sepa-
rately. First we remark the following. Let n be an element of N. Let UriU 
be a double-sided class of G by U. Then all the elements of N belonging 
to UnU are conjugate to n and conversely.. 
Case of type (4, 2). By BURNSIDE'S theorem, if 7 X(U), then U is soluble.. 
Since U is insoluble, 7|(i7). Then, since the order of N is 8, by the remark,, 
we see easily that G = U+UnU, where n is an element =j=l of N, and 
{G, U) is doubly transitive (BURNSIDE [2]). 
Case of type (9,3). By BURNSIDE'S theorem, if 13 Jc (U), then U is 
soluble. Since U is insoluble, 13|(£/). We notice that every element of order 
13 does not possess the characteristic value 1. Again by BURNSIDE'S theorem, 
if 2jf(U), then U is soluble. Since U is insoluble, 2|(U). We notice that 
there exists an element of order 2 such that it possesses only one charac-
teristic value 1. In fact, otherwise, by BURNSIDE'S theorem, U is soluble. 
Then, since the order of N is 27, by the remark, we see easily that 
G = U+ UnU, - where n is any element 4=1 of N, and {G, U) is doubly 
transitive. 
Case of type (8,2). Assume 5| (U). Then, since U clearly does not 
contain a subgroup of index 5 (in fact, otherwise, U must be of icosahedral 
type. But 8|(£/)), and since the order of N is 4 6 , by the remark, we see 
easily that G= U+UnU, where n is any element 4= 1 of Â , and {G,U} 
-) Here we want to refer to the following interesting problem : Is there a primitive 
permutation group of MANNING—KOCHENDORFFER type not satisfying the condition ( S ) ? 
which is generated by matrices 
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is doubly transitive. Thus we may assume that 5 X (JJ). Now, by BURNSIDE'S 
theorem, if 1 X (U), then U is soluble. Since U is insoluble, 7| (U). Again, 
by BURNSIDE'S theorem, if 3 X (U), then U is soluble. Since U is insoluble, 
3|(U). If 32[(¿7), then U contains an element of order 3 which does not 
contain a characteristic value 1. Then, since the order of N is 16, by the 
remark, we see easily that G= U+UnU, where n is any element 1 of N. 
But this implies 5|{U), which is a contradiction. Therefore 32 X (£/) and 
(U)\2e . 3 . 7 . Let U7 be a 7-Sylow subgroup of U. Since U is insoluble, 
U-, is non-normal in U. Using SYLOW'S theorem, we see either ( U ) = T. 3 . 7 . 
or (£/) = 2 3 . 3 . 7. Now if { G , U] is simply transitive, then U contains a 
subgroup of index 7. Let V be such a subgroup. As it can be easily seen, 
V does not contain a normal subgroup =t 1 of U. Further since U is inso-
luble, by BURNSIDE'S theorem (BURNSIDE, 1) {U, V] is doubly transitive. 
Therefore V contains a subgroup W such that (i) W is of index 6 in V and 
(ii) W does not contain a normal subgroup =t 1 of V. (cf. § 1). First let us 
consider the case (£/) = 2' ;. 3 . 7 . Since the order of the symmetric group of 
degree 6 is 2 4 . 3 2 . 5 , W must contain a normal subgroup == 1 of V, which 
is a contradiction. Therefore ( U ) = 2 : !. 3 . 7. By Lemma 3, a 2-Sylow sub-
group Ui of U is abelian of type (4,2). As it can be easily seen, V contains 
a normal subgroup X of order 4. Clearly WnX==\ is a normal subgroup 
of V, which is a contradiction. 
8. Now we treat the remaining case where the type of the abelian group 
A is (8,4). But the fact is that this case does not occur. The present non-
existence proof is complicated. We hope that it becomes trivially simple by 
a new method. 
(1) We use the same notations as before. Let us consider Pr> = P(5,2)V;>. 
Then we want to show that Pr, does not contain an abelian subgroup A of 
type (8,4) such that Ph = P(5,2)A. Put P = AVr,= UV5, where U is a sub-
ents of A with orders 8 and 4 respectively, where the multiplication is that 
in Pr>, and further 
3C be the basic elem-
c = 
CJ! C,O CJ: 
C~i | Coo Co: 
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and all the coefficients belong to the prime field of characteristic 2, that is, 
( B Cl IF (Jl 0 and q yy belong to P(5,2), and 
and belong to V5. 
(2) We shall make use of the following equations, whére the multipli-
cation except that of the elements of P-, is the ordinary matrix multiplication : 
(A . I ) B C T C D ) ( ( B ^ E 2 B B T F E ) ( £ D E N O T E S T H E U N I T M A T R I X ) -.0 D2 JI (D + E)c 
( B . 1) ^ . - ( O ( F I C ~>-L>)<t~rr)^bC •-CD)iI> ; / :> ' : J 
( B . M ) * = ( F O + O H X E + H ^ F O + G H H E + H ) ^ 
(C) The commutability of ^ and ^ j : 
BF=FB, DH=HD, BG + CH=FC+GD. 
(D) The commutability of and A2 under the equation (B) : 
(o denotes the ordinary matrix multiplication). 
(3) First we want to show that the order of the centre Z of P is equal 
to 2. In fact, if Z is of order greater than 2, we may assume, by choosing 
a suitable base of 14, that B = F=E. Assume EP = E. Then by (B. 1) 
A\= 1, which is a contradiction. Hence D 2=j=£ and Df = E. Therefore we 
/ 1 1 l'\ 
may assume, if necessary, replacing A, by Ai, that D= 0 1 1 . Assume 
VO 0 1/ 
// = £ . Then, by (C), G = GD, whence G = (Q Q J ' j - Since Al=1=1 is a 
central element, M = ( ^ j = ( j K ! j j =f= 0. In particular, gi; = 1. On the other 
hand, by (D), g^D'^g, whence gs = 0. This contradiction proves H 
Since A\ is a central element, H2 = E and G ( £ + //) = 0. By (C), DH=HD, 
/1 0 1 
whence / / = 0 1 0 ) , and therefore, gu = gn = 0. By (C), G + C 
10 0 1/ 
1 0 \\ 
0 1 0 
0 0 it 
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= C - f G 
/1 1 1 
whence g», = 0, g.2 = c:1 = 1. Now A\ = and /1;: 
fgv\ 
g22 
0 . Hence A\ = A 
0 
^ 0 / 
O i l , whence gn=.cxx and g2, = cxx. By (D), Hc-f -g = D g + c, 




and Z—{A\ = A\\. Then Z must be of order 2. This is a contradiction. 
Thus Z is of order 2. 
(4) Now only the two types of U : (8,2) and (4,4) are allowable. First 
we prove that the type of U must be equal to (4,4). Assume that U is of 
type (8,2). Since A\ does not belong to Vr„ ^ is of order 8. Therefore 
/1 i n 
D is of order 4, and we may assume D= 0 1 1 . Since № is a central 
10 0 1/ 
element =j= 1, is of order 2. By (C), DH — HD. Therefore, if necessary, 
replacing Ao by A\A2, we may assume / / = £ . Assume j j - Then, if 
B cV necessary, replacing A, by A^A», we may assume B=E. Then ^ ^ J = E. 
This contradiction proves F=E, and {]• By (A. 11), 
=g* = 0. By (D), g = D~lg, whence g.2 = g, = 0. Then 
a contradiction. Thus U is of type (4,4). 
(5) At any rate, ^ and are of order 4, respectively. Put 
i l 1Ï 
F= q j j - If necessary, replacing Ax by AXA2, we may assume £? = £". 
Assume = Then, by (B. 1), 0 ± = 0. Hence D 2=j=E and / 1 1 n 
D = E. If necessary, replacing Ay by A;, we may assume D = 0 1 1 . If H 
10 0 1./ 
is of order not greater than 2, if necessary, replacing A, by Â\Ai, we may 
assume H = E. Now by (C), G + C = FC+GD, whence c2x=g.2l=g22 = 0. 
By (A. II), since A\ does not belong to V5, (F+E)G=j=0, whence either 
gsi or g22 or g.23 = 1. Hence g.2: = 1. Now by (D) g = D~lg, whence gi=g?,=0. 
» 
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by (B. I ) , since A\ is a central element =j= 1, /X^C + C ^ H ^ + 
Again by (D), Fb + FGc=C-D~ g + b, whence, in particular, gziCx+gnC*-^ 





v 0 ) 
whence c ; i = l . This contradiction proves that H is of order 4. If neces-
A l n 
sary, replacing A2 by Ai, we may assume H= 0 1 1 . Now by 
VO 0 1./ 
f 1 1 M a n I 1 1
 l\ 
<C), G + C 0 1 1 = C + G 0 1 1 , whence c21 = g l t = 0, cn = g^, 
VO 0 17 v u J \0 0 1/ 






/1 1 o\ ,1 1 o y 
= 0, whence c , = l and cn = l . By (D), 0 1 1 c + 0 1 1 £ + 
Vo 0 1/ \0 0 1/ 
whence gH = Cli=l. By (B. II), since + + = 





= 0, whence g-,,-f g v , = 0 . Then, c n = c , o + gn-~ 
--g2nJrgn = 0. Thus c n = l = 0 . This is a contradiction. Thus F= 
1 0 
1 0 
0 i r 
(6) Now assume ^ = J j- Since the order of A is 8, by (B, II), D is 
i 1 1 M 
of order 4. If necessary, replacing Aj by A;, we may assume D = 0 1 1 . 
10 0 1 
Now if H is of order not greater than 2, then, by (C), since DH=HD, we 
'1 0 0^ 
may assume, if necessary, replacing A, by AiA\, that // = I 0 1 0 
lO 0 l 
. By (A. II), 
1 Ai- Gg 
0 
belongs to V>,, which is a contradiction. Thus H must be 
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of order 4. Therefore, if necessary, replacing A2 by Ai, we may assume 
/1 1 n /1 1 n h 1 1\ 
/ / = 0 1 1 . By (C), G K 0 1 I = C + C 0 1 1 , whence cu = gn, 
10 0 \J V0 0 \J VO 0 1./ 






, whence c3 — 1 and either cn or c21 = 1. 
By (B. II), 0 = =







, whence, since g3 = c3 — 1, 
gn = g2l = o. Then, since c „ = ^ n , c.2x= g2l, c n = 0 and c2l = 0. This contra-
diction proves B = 
(7) Now let us assume that D is of order 4. Then, if necessary, re-
(\ 1 f 
placing At by Ai, we may assume that D- . Now if H is of order 0 1 1 
vo o i ; 
not greater than 2, then, by (C), since £>// = //£>, we may assume if neces-
sary, replacing A2 by A>Af, that H = jO 1 0 | . By (A. II), l + A ^ i ^ Vo o u 1 
belongs to Vr>, which is a contradiction. Thus H must be of order" 4. 
/1 1 1\ 
Therefore, if necessary, replacing A2 by A'2, we- may assume / / = 0 1 11. 
\0 0 1/ 
/1 1 (\ 1 A v 
0 1 1 , whence c2l=,g-21 = 0, c22=g.22 By(C) , [ ¿ ¡ J G + C I 0 1 1| = C + G 
VO 0 1, 
and cn = gn +g22. By (D), H~lc-\-g=-D lg + c, whence c3=g3. By (B. I), 
'(cn + c2ä)c, 
since A } = t l is'a central element, 







whence c 3 = l and c u - | - c M = l . By (B. II), since A t = 1 , 
((FG + GH)(E+H)g]_ 
0 
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:C ; .= 1, = 0. Then C n =g. ,o = Ci2.. 
gn go 
0 
0 = 0 , whence, since .j 
0 
0 , 
Hence ^, + ^ = = 0 . This is a contradiction. Thus D must be of order not 
greater than 2. If D = E, then, by (B. I), A\=\. This contradiction proves 
that the order of D is 2. 
(8) Assume that H is of order 4. Then, if necessary, replacing A3 by Ai;,. 
/1 1 A ¡1 0 IV 
we may assume / / = 0 1 1 . By (C), DH = HD. Therefore D = 0 1 0 . 
VO 0 1/ V0 0 l j 
By (B. 1), since is a central element, + (£> + £)cj .=|= Q> 
whence c s = l . By (D), H~lc-\-g = DgJrc, whence c,, = 0. This is a contra-
diction. Thus H must be of order not greater than 2. If H = E, then, by 
(A. II), 1 4= A\ = ^ ( f j belongs to the centre, which is a contradiction. Thus 
H is of order 2. 
(9) Put, for abbreviation, 
Since, by (C), DH—HD, the following seventeen pairs of {D,H} are only 
to be considered: 
(ii) {Ai,, AU}, 
(vi) {M 2 , Afi} , 
(x) {M, ,M;\ , 
(xiv) { M 4 , M 4 } , 
( i ) . { M ^ M , } , 
(v) { M , , M 5 } , 
(ix) {M,,M,}, 
(xiii) { M 4 , M 3 } , 
(xvii) {Mr,, Af,}. 
Now let us assume c:, = 0. Since A, is a central element 4= 1, by (B. I ) 
/C2X di2 c>\ 
(iii) {Mu Ms}, 
(vii) (M.,, Afo}, 
( X i ) \ M , , M : , } , 
(XV) {Mr, ,'Mt}, 
(iv) {Mu M4}, 
(viii) {Mo, M4, 
(xii) { M ^ M , } , 






whence Co,— di2 = c, = 1. By (C), c.nhi2 = 0. Hence /iia = 0. 
There remain only two cases: (ix) and (xv). In these cases = h2?, = 0. B y 
(C), ca, = h^-}- c22h2?—gi2dv,. Hence hv,;=0. This is a contradiction. Thus c,; = 1-
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Now let us assume i/2!i = 0. B y ( B . 1), (h 
V 
, whence c2i = 1 • 





By (C) Co1hv2 = 0. Hence hi2 — 0. There remain the cases (i), (ii). (iv), (ix), 
and (xv). Now in the cases (i), (ix), (xv), hi:i = 0. By (C), c.hhl3 - f c^Jir- = g22d23. 
Hence /ij:1 = 0. This is a contradiction: Further in the cases (ii), (iv), h23 = 1. 
By (D), h23c3 = disg3. Hence d23 = 1. This is a contradiction. Thus i / 2 3 = l . 
There remain the cases (vi), (vii), (viii), (xii), (xiii) and (xiv). In these cases 
V*i2 = ¿12 = 0. Therefore, by (D), hn = di3g3. Hence if hir,= 1, then d13=\. 
Thus the cases (vi) and (viii) vanish. Again by. (D), hi3c3 = di3g3. Hence 
/¡a,=g. ;.. If /j2„ = 0, then g3—0 and therefore h13 = 0. This is a contradiction. 
Thus hw — g z — 1 and h13 = din. Thus the cases (xii) and (xiii) vanish. 
Now let us consider the case (vii). Then ./i1!. = rf13 = 0.• By (B. I ) , 
/Co) dy3 C:yt \ 
0 
, whence c 2 2 = l . By (C), c,,//,, -f- = g i 2 d z ; and 04= 0 
8 / 
.g?> + cuhn = gndl2. Hence c22 = 0. This is a contradiction. Last let us consider 
(C-ii d13 -f- c22\ 






c3i + c 2 2 = l . By (C), c21h13-\-c2i2his = g22d^ and g^ + Cuh,., ^=gudl2. Hence 
csi + Coo = 0. This is a contradiction. 
Q . E . D. 
Now, in the long run, if a primitive permutation group {G, U\ of 
KOCHENDORFFER—MANNING type satisfies the condition (S), then G is insoluble. 
Further if such a {G , U} does not satisfy the condition (S), then primarily 
G is insoluble. Thus we can say that a primitive permutation group {G, UJ 
of Kochendorffer—Manning type is insoluble. 
9 . Now the following two questions may be natural: (1) With some 
exceptional which happen for p = 2, any primitive permutation group with 
an abelian transitive subgroup not of type (p,...,p) is insoluble? (2) If a 
primitive permutation group has an abelian transitive subgroup, at least one 
invariant of which occurs only once, then is this primitive permutation group 
doubly transitive? 
The second question can be answered negatively. Let us start from the 
examples {G, U}; G = UN=UA, where U=GL(p,p), H=VP and A is 
of type (p-,p,...,p), which are constructed in § 5. Let {G;, £/,}; N; and 
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A1 be the r copies of { G , U}\ N and A, where r is a natural number > 1. 
Then we construct the permutation group {G",U**} by KOCHENDÖRFFER'S 
method of construction in § 6. Put A*" = AX X N2 x • • • x Nr. We have 
only to show the transitivity of A***. As in § 3 put U*, = Ux x • • • X Ur and 
C ^ f t X - x G , . . Then clearly A*"U* = G*, whence AmU" = G". 
For the first problem we have only partial answers. Let {G, U}; 
G== (JN= (JA be a soluble primitive permutation group with an abelian 
transitive subgroup A not of type (p,...,p). Further let p" be the order of 
TV and let p be greater than 2. 
(1) (cf. § 7) U may be considered as a subgioup of GL(h,p). 
(2) (cf. § 7) U does not contain a normal p-subgroup =j='-
(3) Put AN=V-N, where V is a subgroup of U. Then Vis an abelian 
p-subgroup of U. Now (J does not contain a subgroup L such that (i) L is 
irreducible for N= V„ and (ii) the normalizer of L Contains V and L is a 
minimal normal subgroup of LV. 
In fact, let U contain such a subgroup L. Then, by (2), the centralizer 
of L in L V is coincident with L itself. Therefore we can consider L as a 
faithful irreducible representation module for V. Therefore V is cyclic [cf. 
HUPPERT], Since p > 2, by Lemma 3, this is a contradiction. 
• Now let us notice that h^p> 2. Therefore there exists a prime q such 
that p" = 1 (mod q) and pm ^ 1 (mod q) for any m < n (ZSIGMONDY [ 1 ] ) . Then 
the order of U cannot be divisible by such a q. 
In fact let the order of U be divisible by such a q. First we remark 
that in these circumstances any subgroup of U whose order is divisible by 
q is irreducible. By Hall's theorem (HALL [2]) there exists a {p, G}-Sylow 
subgroup Lf{V,(a Hall subgroup) in U. Since ¿/|2>,9} is irreducible for N, 
by (2), U{Pliy does not contain a normal p-subgroup = p l . Let Q be a 
minimal normal ^-subgroup =j= 1 of i/i,,.,j. and let us consider the subgroup 
QV. Again let Q, be a minimal normal ^-subgroup i of Q V and let us 
consider the subgroup V. Since Qi Kis irreducible for N, by(2) Qx V does not 
contain a normal p-subgroup =j=l. Therefore the centralizer of Q, in Q j V 
" i s coincident with itself. Therefore we can consider Q, as a faithful, irre-
ducible representation module of V. Therefore V is cyclic (cf., HUPPERT [1]). 
Since p > 2, by Lemma 3, this is a contradiction. 
. As a corollary of the above result we see that { G , U\ is necessarily 
simply transitive. 
In fact, if {G, U) is doubly transitive, then the order of U is divisible 
by p" — 1. 
Addendum. Recently Mr. BERTRAM H U P P E R T in Tübingen has indepen-
dently obtained, by interesting methods, similar results as those of the 
present paper. See his paper „Primitive, auflösbare Permutationsgruppen", 
Archiv für Math., 6(1955), 303—310. 
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